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For the project, you should take care of the following aspects:

• test the correctness of your implementation and mention this
test briefly in your report,

• where possible, check the compatibility of your numerical re-
sults with theoretical ones.

A correct submission of the project consists of

• a pdf file containing your report (at most 5 pages),
• an archive in format zip, rar o gz with your complete source
code (for example, if you have developed with codeblocks, the
whole project folder, but without exectuable files).

For further information, please consult the course homepage

www.mat.unimi.it/users/veeser/appco.html.

1. Uniform approximation of the Minkowksi question mark
function. Let Ω := ]0, 1[ and let f : Ω → R be the question mark
function of Minkowski, which can be evaluated (up to machine preci-
sion) by the following function in C (from Wikipedia):

double minkowski(double x) {

long p=x; if ((double)p>x) --p; /* p=floor(x) */

long q=1, r=p+1, s=1, m, n;

double d=1, y=p;

if (x<(double)p||(p<0)^(r<=0))

return x; /* out of range ?(x) =~ x */

for (;;) {

/* invariants: q*r-p*s==1

&& (double)p/q <= x && x < (double)r/s */

d/=2; if (y+d==y) break; /* reached max possible precision */

m=p+r; if ((m<0)^(p<0)) break; /* sum overflowed */

n=q+s; if (n<0) break; /* sum overflowed */

if (x<(double)m/n) r=m, s=n;

else y+=d, p=m, q=n;

}

return y+d; /* final round-off */

}



Consider the approximation of f in the C0 norm by piecewise con-
stant functions, comparing the following three approximation tech-
niques:

• partitions with equidistant breakpoints,
• partitions with free breakpoints, using the algorithm of E7.1,
• partition generated by bisection, using the algorithm E9.1.

Compare in particular the quality-cost balance of the approximations,
where costs corresponds to the number of evaluations of the target
function f .
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